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IntroductionCanada is an energy-rich country and one of the largest producers and exportersof oil, natural gas and hydro-electricity in the world. Energy, whether in the form ofelectricity (via hydro, nuclear, biofuel or wind) or oil and natural gas, is a stapleproduct for basic maintenance of human life. It also forms the foundation of oureconomy, providing power for manufacturing, transportation, communicationtechnologies and countless other processes. Important changes in the way Canadianenergy resources are owned, produced, distributed and regulated are taking placein various provincial jurisdictions (Calvert, 2007; Hampton, 2003). These shifts aretaking place not only in Canada, but around the world (Victor & Heller, 2007) andattracting important comparative work on the relative strengths and weaknesses ofvarious ownership structures, energy sources and forms of regulation.One major change within the energy sector is the acknowledgement that globalclimate change is a reality and that human activity, through, for example, thewidespread reliance on fossil fuels, is a key contributor. Canada has about 0.5% ofthe world's population, but contributes about 2% of the total global GHG emissions,and our per capita emissions are among the highest. The energy sector fromproduction through consumption is the key policy area for addressing this globalchallenge, constituting approximately 80% of our GHG emissions (EC, 2008).
2Climate change is but one of the key reasons behind this shift to renewables. Theother is the recognition that fossil fuels may have reached their peak. Newdiscoveries are less common, and unconventional sources (such as the bitumen inAlberta’s oilsands) are expensive to extract. As fossil based sources become moreand more expensive over coming generations renewables become both more costeffective and a more secure source to rely upon. Consequently, new and greenerenergy sources like wind, solar and tidal power are being explored by manydifferent actors in Canada and abroad.The uptake and development of renewable energy projects is uneven as theirsuccess depends significantly on public policy and market structures in variousjurisdictions. This uneven development also extends to the specific actors andownership structures that are driving the renewables sector. In some places, such asGermany and Denmark, farmers and community-based organizations have played asignificant role in wind development. In other countries, like Canada, the UnitedStates and Mexico, wind development is dominated by large-scale industrialdevelopers.The purpose of this paper is fourfold: (a) to explore the context and rationale forcommunity based wind development, (b) to outline basic forms and structures ofcommunity and co-operative wind projects, (c) to examine financing and policychallenges and opportunities, and (d) to outline domestic and international bestpractice cases. What is known about this niche of the green energy sector is oftencontained in diverse literatures that rarely speak to each other. What follows belowis a first attempt at drawing together conceptual and practical tools from a widebase to explore, examine and facilitate community based wind projects in Canadagenerally and Alberta specifically.
Wind PowerWhile the aim of this project is to understand the social economy’s role in renewableenergy more generally, wind power is one of the fastest growing electricity sourcesin the world. It is increasingly becoming a vital source of job creation, and is themost successful source of renewable electricity generation. The latter is particularlyimportant given the challengeglobal climate change poses toconventional energy systemsand sources. For these reasons,this paper focuses specificallyon the structure and role ofcommunity projects within thewind sector.The growth in wind installationsaround the world is continuingto pick up speed. Global windcapacity doubles every threeFigure 1 World Capacity Growth (Source: WWEA 2009Report)
3years (see Figure 1). Canada stands 11th in terms of installed capacity in 2009, witha growth rate last year of 40.1%. This trend persisted in the last 2 years despite theworld financial crisis. Geographically, wind development is expanding well beyondthe early adopter countries of Europe. Now China and the United States are leadingthe global pack in terms of their new installed capacity (World Wind EnergyAssociation 2009 report). It is clear that wind development will form a key part ofthe electricity mix for many jurisdictions in the future. As plans for carbon financingschemes continue to develop one would expect this trend to continue. Greeningelectricity mixes is certainly one key way for states to address their carbonfootprints.While the environmental benefits of shifting to renewable fuel sources are welldocumented, the economic and social benefits of such a switch are less so. Windenergy projects create new jobs, often in rural communities, in manufacturing,transportation, and project construction. When communities are part of the projectownership structure they gain additional revenue streams for the community. Theseprojects can also help to empower and educate local communities. Walker et al(2007) argue that a major challenge in the shift away from non-renewable energysources has to do with the vast range of options available. They highlight theflexibility of fuels that we can shift to as well as the diversity in scale possible; fromsmall off-grid to large centralized systems. This diversity is compounded by a majorsplit in visions between energy systems that are centralized and hierarchical, versusthose that are “more cooperative, multi-actor and bottom-up distributed model,linking national policy to local activism and providing spaces for innovation in boththe process and form of carbon reduction activity.” (2007: p.77) Walker et al arguethat the traditional energy system has been highly centralized creating significantspatial and psychological distance between energy generation and use.
Energy strategy documents from around the world identify renewable energy (RE) as a
means to address national and regional objectives: security of supply, environmental
protection and economic development. Distributed generation (DG) is alsoincreasingly seen as a way to meet both environmental and social objectives. Itstands in contrast to highly centralized electricity systems that have dominated (andcontinue to). DG enables a wide variety of actors to participate. Sheer argues that,
“The distributed and local nature of RE also enables new (and non-traditional) actors to
enter the energy market, giving individual homeowners, farmers, community groups and
small businesses the chance to participate in a sector dominated by large corporations.
This encourages competition, innovation and self-reliance (Scheer, 2007; cited in Lipp
2008 p.1).Some highlights from the most recent World Wind Energy Association reportreinforce the importance and growth of this energy sector (2009):
 The industry is developing away from niche communities and in 2009 had aturnover of 50 billion €.
 The wind sector employed 550,000 persons worldwide. In 2012 it isexpected to offer 1 million jobs.
4 China and the United States are now the leaders in developing new capacity.
 The world leaders in wind for 2009 (as a share of total electricity) were:Denmark at 20%, Portugal at 15%, Spain at 14% and Germany at 9%.
 Community based energy projects are often overlooked but can providesocial and economic benefits to a project.
What is Social Economy Wind?Analyses of wind development rarely examine the issue of public or privateownership. This is unfortunate given the key role ownership and control plays insecurity and economic development. As Gar Alperovitz (2009) argues, changes in the
twenty-first century are opening the way to serious systemic reconsiderations. These
arise from innovations borne from crises but also unintended consequences of re-
organization within dominant systems. An alternative presented to the state vs. market
dichotomy that, in principle, addresses these challenges comes in the form of the
burgeoning ‘social economy’. While differing conceptions exist, the social economy can
broadly be described as an umbrella term for diverse organizations (cooperatives,
charities, mutuals) united in their prioritization of local, social (and, more recently,
environmental) goals over profit (MacPherson 1999, ICA 2006, Quarter 1992). It is
comprised of a loose, transnational network of institutions and / or structures that have, at
their heart, a set of ideas rejecting the prioritization of profit as a sole economic motive
and asserting the interconnectivity of the economy and society. This umbrella term can be
further broken down between social enterprises, which are market based actors (such as
co-operatives) and charities or associations (which are not). Social enterprises can also be
structured as a for-profit or not for-profit.Both social economy and alternative energy movements have in common a critiqueof conventional, hierarchical, centralized social and economic systems. There is alsoa concern with crisis management and resiliency. Indeed co-operatives, a key social
economy organization, historically arose as local responses to the socio-economic
dislocations caused by the industrial revolution (Fairbairn, 1990). Embodied in bothliteratures is a focus on alternative mechanisms of valuation that go beyond GDP toexamine social and environmental externalities. What is increasingly being realizedis that conceptions of an economy that ignore social and environmental externalitiesare costly and inefficient. One example of this in the wind industry is wherecommunity backlash leads to the cancellation of proposed developments. Thisbacklash is colloquially called NIMBYism (Not In My Backyard-ism). In an industrywhere years of feasibility studies and approvals are necessary, this is a significantissue of wasted time and money.A further rationale for re-examining the role of the social rests on a normative beliefin the value of participatory and democratic structures in a society. For Jack Quarter,“the social economy represents a quiet revolution in that democracy has beenextended, without much fanfare, into a broad array of community organizations”.This social economy value of democratic participation is particularly important tothe electricity sector, long critiqued (Rifkin 2009, Sheer 2007) for being dominatedby bureaucrats, technicians and institutionally hostile to renewable energy.
5Furthermore, sectors, such as electricity, that are central to societal developmentand maintenance are too important to be dis-embedded from public and usercontrol. Sharon Beder’s (2003) analysis of the privatization of electricity sectorsaround the world found that these reforms often had the opposite result to theirproponents claims: increased costs and unreliability (Beder 2003).As a result of these critiques of mainstream power systems the community powermovement has developed. At its heart is the contention that local involvement inenergy projects is an important step in providing incentives for local change. Thisinvolvement needs to go beyond the level of ‘consultation’ and toward ownershipand control. Some advocates of community power projects want them because stateand corporate actors were not moving quickly enough toward renewable energydevelopment. In this sense they are an entrepreneurial attempt to be first movers inenergy innovations. Others are more concerned with ensuring economicdevelopment opportunities for citizens of affected areas. With wind this is animportant consideration as the wind resource is free, and geographically tied to anarea. Thus, it is just that citizens near a proposed project are given the opportunityto develop their own resource, rather than letting others do so. Developing windprojects thus becomes a foundation for ‘community power’, injecting much neededresources into community groups and local landowners.There is an important distinction between community and co-operative based winddevelopments. While both are often used interchangeably, co-operative wind refersto a particular legal structure for the project. In theory these groups subscribe tothe 7 international cooperative principles (add as footnote or figure). Communitypower is a broader term that encompasses a wide range of mechanisms forcommunity investment into a project. Sometimes this can take the form of a limitedliability partnership. The key is for a significant amount of local investment, controland return from the wind resource.Community based windprojects were popularized inEurope, particularly inGermany and Denmark. Infact, in Denmark, co-operatives were the leadingform of wind turbineownership. In Canada, theinstalled capacity ofcommunity based windprojects is small: Windshare,a 600KW turbine in Torontoand Weatherdancer, a 900KWturbine on the Piikani Reserve insouthern Alberta. These represent1.5MW out of the total 3,432MW (0.04%) across Canada. This picture changes
6significantly depending on whether wind projects developed with community or co-op participation but not ownership are included, such as the Bear Mountain WindLP in Dawson Creek, B.C. This number is also projected to increase rapidly as anumber of community projects that have been in development in Ontario1 and in themaritime provinces come online. These projects will be explored later in this paper.
Why Community Based Wind?Social economy groups interested in generating electricity through wind fall underthe rubric of ‘community power’. There is a large and growing literature on thecontribution that direct ownership of resources has on communities (c.f, Gipe 2009;Warren & McFayden, 2010; Bolinger, 2005, EnvINT 2008; Jacobsson and Johnson,2000). In short, there are five core arguments for social ownership and control ofresources. Social economy energy provision:
1) Combats NIMBYism, through giving locals a stake in the project;
2) Helps educate communities about their resources;
3) Spurs local development and job creation;
4) Keeps profits in communities and builds local capital (financial and human);
5) Provides legitimacy to renewable energy projects.In addition to this, there is potential for both urban and rural populations to developtheir wind resource. In Denmark and Germany farmers played a key role inharnessing the wind potential on their land. In Canada, the Windshare turbine isjointly owned by Toronto residents who are part of the Toronto Renewable EnergyCo-op and Toronto Hydro.The community power model has spread from Europe and is now gaining steam inNorth America and at the global level. For example, an excerpt from WWEA 2009report:
“Another, often neglected success factor of wind are community power ownership
models. Such models are re-gaining strength and are expected to contribute
substantially to the further growth of wind power in many world regions, by mobilizing
additional economic and social support for wind technology”A key part of the social argument rests on the claim that citizens backlash to winddevelopments can be overcome by giving them a stake in the project, and byeducating the locals about the benefits of wind. Walker et.al. (2007)argue that the initial ‘dash for wind’ that occurred in the UK caused a significantlocal backlash. The explanations given for this opposition, despite general publicsupport for renewables, rested on the lack of real involvement of the localcommunity in such project. Barry, Ellis and Robinson explore the role of communityopposition more fully, particularly the rhetorical constructions surrounding the
1 For example, Ontario Power Authority’s April 8, 2010 FIT contracts were awardedto 36 community and Aboriginal groups for solar and wind developments (out of184 projects). One is the M’Chigeeng First Nation’s 10MW wind farm and the otheris the Pukwis project for a 54 MW wind farm.
7term ‘NIMBYism’. What they found is that while there is an element of climatechange denial in local opposition movements, there is also a strong suspicion of themechanisms through which renewable sources are being developed. Someconcerns, for example, are that utility companies are making money at thecommunity (and public’s expense). The basis for some of the backlash was a lack oftrust in government, regulatory processes and windfarm developers. For Barry:“Those presenting the anti-wind energy position are keen not to be regarded asmotivated by self-interest, but are skeptical of “non-local forces” (state andbusiness) coming in and trying to pull the wool over their eyes with what they see as“PR stunts” portrayed as consultations.” p.82 These arguments based on the UK casesuggest that overcoming opposition to wind development is not just a matter ofmore ‘information’ for a misguided populace (Barry et al.). The key todemocratically developing renewables is in actually engaging local people in thedevelopment of and profits from projects: community based wind power.For Walker et al (2007, p.79):one potential accumulative outcome is that explicit involvement in or implicitexposure to community RE projects gives “the public” a positive view of REmore generally, thus supporting RE technology diffusion at both smaller(micro household) and larger (macro utility) scales. Another possibility is thatthis route of support for new technologies creates a particular “niche”, to usethe language of sustainable transition management, within which creativityand innovation in the social organization of technology can occur (includingdifferent configurations and scales of technology and models of projectdevelopment and ownership), the necessary support infra- structure can bedeveloped and social learning can take place.Another potential contribution of co-operative wind in particular is the leveraging ofthe co-operative movements networks. For example, cooperation amongcooperatives is a key tenet of the co-operative movement, one of the 7 principles. Infact, at the 2009 International Co-operative Alliance assembly the keynote speakerwas Jeremy Rifkin on the potential of co-operatives as leaders in distributed energyand climate change mitigation. At the local level, energy co-operatives couldleverage partnerships with credit unions, homeowners, electricity distributors andtransportation cooperatives to build a mutually supporting alternative energyeconomy.Another strength of the community energy model plays on the strengths of localgrassroots associations. In particular, farmers play a key role in energy cooperativedevelopment, as they have in the development of cooperatives more generallyaround the world. One study in the U.S argues that the multiple associationalmemberships of farmers can be harnessed to develop successful wind projects. Onesurvey found that 31% of rural respondents would invest in wind projects (Rhoad-Weaver and Grove, 2004). This opportunity for community-based projects toleverage rural associations and co-operative networks may be a key feature in
8facilitating broad systemic change. Deb Doncaster (Doncaster, n.d.) from theCommunity Power Fund in Ontario highlights that:
 wind energy offers rural landowners a new cash crop (~$2,000/ yr/turbineor 2-3% of project’s gross revenues).
 Although a landowner may receive a lease payment of $2,000 to $5,000 perturbine annually, owning a turbine can double or triple the income.One challenge that has emerged as ‘community energy’ starts to permeate policydiscourses is the definition of ‘community’, a challenge that social scientists andphilosophers have been wrestling with for centuries. In the UK case, Walker et aldescribe some problematic examples of the use of community groups: as aninvestment vehicle for their non-profit legal status, or by defining community as a‘group of buildings’. They argue that in these cases, community energy proponents“have done little to pursue or realize any form of participation, empowerment orwider civic outcome.”p.77Table 1: Co-op & Farmer-Owned Wind Turbines
Farmer Co-op Corporate
Netherlands 60% 5% 35%
Germany 10% 40% 50%
Denmark 64% 24% 12%
Spain 0% 0% 100%
Great Britain 1% 1% 98%
Minnesota 0% 31% 69%
Ontario 0% <1% 99%Source: Gipe 2010.Data from: David Toke, 2005, 2008; Minnesota: Windustry, 2008; Ontario: OSEA,2008
Table 2. Where the Dollars Go: A Comparison of Different Ownership
StructuresLarge Wind Owned byOut-of-StateCompanies Small Wind Owned byLocal CommunityMembers$ Stay in Community 12,200 65,900$ Stay in State 5,100 100,300$ Leave the State 148,000 21,300
Note: Analysis reflects figures per 1 MW annual generating capacity.Source: Small Packages, Big Benefits: Economic Advantages of Local Wind Projects –Iowa policy brief: 6- Table taken from Doncaster, n.d.
9Market-based Challenges for Community and Co-operative WindThe broader structure of energy service delivery is changing. With these changes,potential opens up, as do challenges. Many governments around the world havebeen shifting away from direct service provision and towards more market basedand privatized models of governance. In the UK, for example, privatization in the1980s opened up the generation market to Independent Power Producers (IPPs).These actors range from community co-operatives to large multinational energycompanies. Across Canada, community access to power provision is also takingplace within the broader context of ‘opening up’ markets to private power.In the energy sector this has meant the break up of public utilities into separateareas looking after generation and transmission and the contracting out to theprivate sector. Lindquist makes the argument that co-ops should be considered inpartnerships for alternative (private) service delivery. He argues that they areimportant for civic engagement, ‘rebuilding trust in public services and governance’.Some touted benefits are de-centralization and flexibility.Some challenges faced by the community projects are similar to those of other winddevelopers. For example, as an emerging (non-dominant) fuel source, all winddevelopers face an entrenched energy system of actors and institutions invested infossil fuels, large hydro and nuclear power. This system affects what the publicviews as risky, which costs get counted, which constituencies listened to in policyformulation, and so on. Other challenges, like raising capital and the ability to dealwith competition, are unique to community groups.
Pricing SignalsOne challenge for community and co-operative wind projects is the same forrenewable energy projects more generally: pricing. A key issue is thatenvironmental costs are not counted, they are externalized to the public agencies todeal with: for example health bills, pollution (clean-up), spent fuels. This is abroader issue that environmental groups have been highlighting for years. The issueof pricing is critical, as these cost considerations often form the basis of public policydecisions and of public opinion over the viability of fuel-switching (Pattenden, 2007).The other issue is that infrastructure built 50 years ago has already paid itself off.Therefore, conventional sources look cheaper than they actually are. Pricing ofconventional sources of electricity is artificially low. The cents/kwh of coal firedgeneration, for example, does not include the environmental costs of pollution. InOntario, the costs of nuclear plants and waste disposal are not calculated in thecosts. Energy generation projects constructed many years prior have alreadyrecuperated the initial capital investment (Lipp 2008, Cohen 2006). This puts newinfrastructure and new technologies at a disadvantage when compared with today’scosts. It also weighs the deck against building distributed generation, as the costs oflost energy over long grid lines constructed to supported centralized energygeneration is not accurately counted.
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These pricing issues provide a major issue for renewable sources getting in to thegrid. Taking in to account real costs.
Industry Structure/CompetitionAnother key challenge for community and co-operative projects is that the energysector is dominated by very large and wealthy (often) centralized players (Cohen2006, Beder 2003, Doern 2003). All independent power producers are not createdequal. What this means for community wind development often does not manifestuntil one digs into the levels of success for these smaller projects. In the U.K., the‘rush for wind’ when policy financial supports went in to place meant that actorswho could move the fastest and had the best connections to research on wind sitesand to policymakers secured the best sites. Communities are also at a disadvantagein meeting calls for wind at the lowest cost. This is because community groups arerarely able to raise the capital for large windfarms, and that is where the lowestkw/h prices are (due to economies of scale). According to a number of intervieweesfrom Ontario, the result is that larger companies are able to see projects to fruitionwhere smaller, community based projects run out of time, money, volunteers andenergy in dealing with the electricity sector.Which leads to the next issue.
Capital & FinancingAccess to capital is a key issue for communities generally. It is an especiallyimportant issue for wind projects since they are fairly capital intensive and requireyears of development, testing before the returns are realized. This means that afinancing structure that recognizes the benefits of community-based enterprise isessential. In Germany, farmer-owned wind projects were popular because thegovernment gave loan guarantees to farmers to develop their wind resource (Gipe,2007). This gave banks the confidence to lend, and the farmers access to muchneeded capital. Without these types of guarantees, community groups are oftenrestricted to developing either a) very small (1 turbine) projects or b) partneringwith larger developers (with reduced control and stake).The issue of raising capital for community projects is also one of recognition. Itrequires lending authorities and governments to understand and acknowledge thecommunity and co-operative ‘difference’.From Pearson’s BALTA (2009) work on social economy capital markets…community projects often draw funding from:

 Government funding (loans, grants, loan guarantees)
 Banks, Credit Unions and Socially Responsible Investing (SRI)
 In 2006, socially responsible lending (lending money according to a socialand environmental policy) provided $1.939 billion of capital. Canadiansustainable venture-capital funds provided $449 million. (p.7)
11
 Other notable social economy financing organisations in BC include: EcotrustCanada, Community Futures Development Association, Social CapitalPartners, and Renewal Partners. (p.8)
Public PolicyPublic policy plays a key role in facilitating the development of not only renewableenergy sources, but community energy in particular. It is a vital component in theshape and design of new energy systems. This is particularly so given the marketbased challenges listed above that renewable energy presents. States played a keyrole in developing conventional energy regimes: funding development of centralizedgrid systems, supporting the development of nuclear and coal industries, to namejust a few examples. Electricity systems are not ‘free markets’ by any means. Theyare heavily regulated, and are so important to social and economic systems that thegovernment agencies will continue to play a key role for the foreseeable future.Supportive policies for renewable energy do not emerge in a vacuum, however, theyare a result of ideas, structures, institutions and context. Indeed, for some, they keyis for a ‘policy window’ 2(Howlett and Ramesh 2003; Kingdon 1995) to open up,allowing government agencies to enact more radical shifts than political structureswould otherwise allow.Policy choice is only one of a constellation of factors that made RE projects ‘work’ ornot. Political culture and mobilization are also extremely important factors. Forexample, Cowell and Strachan argue that “European wind power experiences underline
the point that policy outcomes may be affected more by the political and institutional
context than any technical characteristics of the instruments employed” (2007:286). Inthis way both ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ changes are key to developing a new andgreener energy regime. It is clear, however, from the literature that two of the mostimportant facilitators of community based energy initiatives is a stable investmentframework and supportive policy mechanisms (Lipp 2008, 2009, Gipe 2010).Particularly important from a community perspective is the role of public policy inallowing for participation from a diverse range of actors. Some policies, such as afeed-in-tarriff (FIT), are suggested to be more favourable to community actors (Gipe2010, Weis 2010).A number of different policy models exist for encouraging the development of windpower. Models can obviously not be transplanted uncritically from one jurisdictionto another. They can, however, provide guidance to the kinds of challenges thatarise. Policy options exist on a continuum between more and less intervention in the
2 A ‘policy window’ is a term used by policy scholars to describe the movement of anissue on to the government agenda and toward action. Kingdon argues that policywindows tend open based on the convergence of three streams: the problem streamrecognizing the issue (often via focusing events), the policy stream of disparateproposals being advocated and the political stream of government and publicopinon shifts. This perspective is useful for understanding when and why policyshifts take place, and when problems lead to policy action.
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marketplace, from consumer-based incentives like net metering to RenewablePortfolio Standards (RPS) and Feed in Tarriffs (FIT). The main debate for REadvocates, according to Lipp (2008) is between RPS and FIT. A distinguishingcharacteristic as Hvelplund 2001: 7 argues is that the prices of FITs are politicalwhile the quantities are market driven. Conversely, the quantities of RPS arepolitical while the prices are market driven. The following list from Pembina’s
PowerWedges Forum discussion paper provides an overview of policy interventions:

 Carbon pricing
 Subsidies/tax credits
 Feed-in tarriffs
 Emissions standards
 Government procurement
 Green power pool
 Renewable portfolio standards
 Green certificates
 Phase-out regulations
 Technology standards
 Research and development
Consumer based initiativesOne tack governments are taking is to facilitate for consumer-based development ofrenewable energy. One way to do this is by facilitating access to the grid, through,for example, net metering. Net metering takes place when a home or businessinstalls wind or, more likely, solar panels. Their meter records the flow of electricityboth ways. They are credited for the electricity they produce and obtain lowerelectricity bills as a result. The critique of net metering is that it does nothing toencourage broader transformations within the energy sector, and places theemphasis on individuals (with capital) rather than society and industry. It is alsoaimed at own-use rather than production to generate capital for other purposes (forexample, community development).
Another option, less of a policy one, is for green pricing. Green Power Programs are a
way to stimulate the renewable electricity market by asking consumers to pay more for
electricity from renewable sources. Again, these can help develop a consumer driven
market for renewables, but do little to guarantee investors long term support, grid access
or shift the overall energy mix. Lipp argues that “In most countries these programmes
have not been successful in ‘pulling’ the renewable electricity market with uptake of
GPPs remaining low even after several years. In England, after five years of GPPs, less
than 0.5% of the UK customer base has signed up for green power (Markard and Truffer,
2006).
Renewable Portfolio Standards- QuotasWith an RPS system, the policy sets a target (usually legislated) for either apercentage of total electricity or total amount of generation to come from‘renewables’ by the target date. It does not specify what form of renewables, the
13
price, or who it should provide it. Most Canadian provinces have some sort of REtarget. What it does do is ensure a market for renewable generation in a givenjurisdiction. Criteria such as local content can be added in addition to the lowestcost bidding.This mechanism is most common across North America and is seen as more ‘freemarket’ friendly, since there isn’t a direct intervention in pricing, and moreflexibility is given to utilities. The RPS was also the policy choice of the UnitedKingdom in its development of renewables. RPS was also the system that Texas usedto develop its wind resources. RPS systems are often accompanies by GreenCertificates and penalties for non-compliance with the standard. Nova Scotia andBritish Columbia both have RPS policies in place.There are a number of critiques of RPS and quota systems. First and formost, Gipeargues that the targets are timid and seldom met. Another critique is that they leadto a large number of promised and proposed projects, but a low success rate ofactually getting ‘turbines turning’. This is because the low cost bids that win thetender systems often run into problems with financing and building the projectwithout a guaranteed price structure.
Feed In TarriffsFIT policies, developed in Germany, are most favoured by advocates of communitywind power projects. Indeed, according to Lipp (2008):
Germany is considered the world leader in renewable electricity development and
many accredit its success to the FIT…Denmark also has a long history of using a
FIT but in recent years has scaled back its support.(2008:p.7)FITs are statutory arrangements that set prices for renewable sources. The price setis obviously a political issue, generally described as ‘the price of generation plus areasonable return’ (i.e. above the wholesale price of electricity). They are also seenas more effective at actually getting turbines in the ground (Gipe 2010). It allows arange of players (communities included) since the price of electricity is guaranteedand not subject to a competitive process (Gipe 2007). If a project meets the criteriaspecified by the power authority it is granted a contract. Eliminating thecompetitive bidding process means that lowest cost bids (often by large firms) arenot privileged, nor are the corporate connections of larger firms as big an asset(Lipp, 2008). FIT tariffs also allow for differentiated prices based on technology(solar, wind, etc), which proponents argue will facilitate the kind of variety ofrenewables needed for a more resilient electricity system. FITs have the advantage of
supporting a variety of technologies, project sizes and geographic locations (Gipe, 2007)
Lipp p.27
Denmark began scaling back its policy supports for wind projects in 2001, and has
subsequently seen a significant decrease in wind development. See figure 3.
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In Canada, Ontario has been experimenting with FITs and versions of them since 2006,
when they initiated their Renewable Energy Standard Offer Program RESOP.
While the RESOP was “..intended for small projects, it is proving to be inaccessible to
many small developers and certainly to farmers, community groups and households
(Doncaster, 2007). For these groups, the development process is still too onerous and
payment for power produced insufficient to enable widespread participation (Gipe,
2007).” (Lipp 2008, p.98). The RESOP at the time was the first in North America forsmall renewable projects (10MW or less). It guaranteed prices for PV ($0.42 perkWh) and $0.11 per kWh for other sources (i.e., wind, biomass, hydro) for twentyyear contracts. All electricity is sold to the Ontario Power Authority.Ontario has updated and extended the FIT with the Green Energy Act that passed in2009. It now extends past 10MW projects and provides higher rates for communitybased, first nations and solar projects. The Green Energy Act also specificallytargeted modifications in co-operative legislation to make it easier for renewableenergy co-ops to incorporate. The Green Energy Act is:
A system of Advanced Renewable Energy Tariffs as the primary procurement mechanism for renewable
and clean distributed energy to ensure the equal participation of community energy in the sustainable
energy sector. The tariffs per kilowatt-hour of generation are based on key components of the German and
French models:
 Tariffs are differentiated on the basis of: technology, resource intensity, project scale and location
to ensure projects are economically viable in communities across the province
 Prices are set on the basis of cost and a reasonable return on investment
 A minimum profitability index of 0.1 for lowest yield and 0.3 for highest yield green energy
projects
 No cap on project size or program size
 No cap on voltage: The tariff includes all behind the meter, all distribution and all transmission
connected projects
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 100% inflation protection at 2 levels: within the power purchase contracts, within the tariff
programwww.greenenergyact.ca/FITs are increasingly applied around the world. They were the key policy choice inplace in Germany, Denmark, Spain, California, Ontario, Michigan and 18 other EUcountries. The relative successes in the development of wind in these jurisdictionshas led other areas to look to the FIT model as a ‘best practice’. Here in Canada, NewBrunswick announced in February 2010 a Community Energy Policy (whichincludes a modified FIT) to facilitate community based energy projects.
Evaluating Community Wind Best PracticesA wide variety of potential community ownership models exist: share ownership,co-operatives and municipal development of wind resources. There can also becollaborative combinations on projects incorporating each of these forms. Withcommunity shared ownership the wind developer allows locals, as individuals, topurchase ownership shares in the project. Local landowners may also receive leasepayments for developments on their lands. In co-operative ownership modelspeople form a co-operative corporation, jointly owning and investing in the project.Finally, municipalities can develop wind projects. In December 2009 the city ofSummerside, PEI built enough wind capacity to supply 25% of the city’s electricityneeds, reducing their need to import coal fired power from outside the province.They have plans to double the number of turbines in the next few years, in phase 2of the project.One of the most interesting things about community wind projects is that they cantake so many different forms, depending on the actors and local contexts. At thecore though, the key is for community-based projects to return value to the localowners of the wind resource. When policies are implemented to facilitate andencourage community based wind, as in New Brunswick or Ontario, the criteria isusually 51% ownership and investment from ‘communities’. In the Green EnergyAct ‘Community Member’ was defined as:(i) one or more individuals Resident in Ontario;(ii) a Registered Charity with its head office in Ontario;(iii) A Not-for-Profit Organization with its head office in Ontario;(iv) A “co-operative corporation” as defined in the Co-operative Corporations
Act (Ontario), all of whose members are Residents in Ontario.Source: OPA 2010. Green Energy Act Rules.Clarity over the definition and community stake helps justify mechanisms like theprice adder for community and first nations power projects.While the ideal is 100% community owned, in some jurisdictions cultural, capital orother barriers prevent this degree of penetration. As a result, the best practice casesbelow highlight a number of different levels at which the community can participate.
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Thus, we see a range of projects, from ones: a) wholly owned by co-operative andcommunity groups, to b) joint partnerships with municipalities, to c) minoritystakes in projects with large shareholder owned developers. Sometimes the size ofthe project defines the level of community ownership possible insofar as smallprojects are more likely to be within reach of community means. Large ones aremore likely to be partnerships. On the other hand, this generalization should not beoverstated. The experience of German farmers in developing very large projectssuggests this trend need not necessarily be so. The particular community and itsresources may have more to do with the size limit, than the ‘community’ nature ornot. This was recently raised by Paul Gipe in his feedback to New Brunswick’sproposals to cap community wind projects at 10MW. For Gipe, this underestimatesand artificially caps the potential of community based ownership structures (Gipe,2008).Another consideration in evaluating community energy projects is the symbolicvalue they play shaping public perception of the possible. Thus, community projectscan be used as demonstration projects, as educative tools to engage broaderaudiences. This value is often cited by participants and initiators of these projects.The value thus goes beyond monetary gain, and focuses on the transformative rolethat projects can play in shaping public opinions, experiences and through that,policy. Indeed, the interactive role between the constituencies created bycommunity groups and policy change is well documented in the Danish case (Lipp,Gipe, Walker, Johnson). This is also evident in Canada, for example the Windshareco-operative in Toronto started a coalition and created momentum toward what isnow the Green Energy Act.
Project Community
Group
Partner MW/
#turbines
Project Cost
Middlegrunden
(Denmark)
2000
Middelgrundens
Vindmøllelaug
(co-operative)
(50%)
Københavns
Energi
(Copenhagen)(50%)
40MW
20
turbines
48 million Euro
Samsø, Denmark
1999-2000(onsh)
2002-
Community:FarmersPaludan Fak I/S(co-op)Difko I/S (co-op)66%
SamsøMunicipality (5offshore) 34% 34MW10 -2.3MWoffshore11 1-MWonshore
8.8 million EUR
(onsh)
33.3 million EUR
(offsh)=
42.1million Euro
Baywind, UK
1996-1997
Baywind Co-operative(100%) The Wind CoUK(Developer,sold stake toco-op)
3.1MWHarlockHill 5-500kwturbines
Haverigg
II – 1-
600kw
1.9 millionpounds
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turbine
Bürgerbeteiligung
(Coop)
Windenergiepark
Udenhausen-
Mariendorf
(Germany)
1996
Bürgerbeteiligung(Coop)WindenergieparkUdenhausen-Mariendorf(100%)
3MW5-600kwturbines $3.7 million USDShareholders:1.85million DM (US$1.1million)
Bear Mountain
Wind
2009-
Peace Energy Co-op Aeolus PowerAltaGas 102MW34 3-MWTurbines C$200 million
Windshare
(Toronto ,ON)
1998-2002
TorontoRenewableEnergy Co-op(50%)
Toronto Hydro(50%) 750Kw1 turbine 1.8 million(CAN$)
Note- all projects are on-grid
Best Practice Cases: InternationalThe literature on community based energy projects almost invariably points to theEuropean experiences - particularly Germany and Denmark. Many of these projectsare now sites visited by people from around the world to learn how the socialmobilization took place, what kind of policy supports were needed, and how theprojects are faring. Four cases are highlighted here: Middlegrunden, Samsø,Baywind and Windenergiepark Udenhausen-Mariendorf.Iowa and Minnesota as farm-based examples.
Middlegrunden, DenmarkThe Middlegrunden wind project is the world’s largest offshore wind project, andthe largest based on a partnership between a cooperative and a utility. At 40MW, 20turbines and 3.4km long it is also a stunning visual representation of ‘wind power’used all over the world. The project produces power for approximately 3% ofCopenhagen’s consumption. The project is 50% owned by a cooperativepartnership. Each share is worth 1/40500 of the partnership(www.middelgrunden.dk) and there are approximately 10,000 members of the co-operative. Member investment rented from 500-3000 Euro and was supported atthe time of development by making member income from the investment tax free(Volund and Hansen, 2000 p.2).The genesis of the project came from a working group started by the CopenhagenEnvironment and Energy Office (CEEO) in 1996. From that, a co-operative wasformed in 1997 with the specific purpose of developing wind on the Middlegrundenshoal. Of the 10,000 members, most own 5 shares in the project. The vast majorityof members (8,552) are electricity consumers, but some organizations, unions andfoundations also bought it (e.g. the Danish Teachers Union). The process of
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development went through many phases of consultation, with each one resulting inless opposition to the project. The opportunity for the community buy-in isregularly credited for these developments. This was particularly important, sincethe project is very visible.The CEEO published an overview of the projects and key lessons in 2003. Here is anexcerpt with recommendations:
Source: CEEO 2003: p.13
Baywind, UKBaywind was the first UK Cooperative to own wind turbines and was formed in1996. It was built by a developer and then sold one by one to the communitythrough a series of share offers. The cooperative has over 1300 members. Theyraised 2millions pounds through share offerings. Minimum is 300, max is 20,000and “shareholders receive a 20% tax refund on their initial investment under thegoverments Enterprise Investment Scheme.” (www.baywind.co.uk)
It has become a key player in community participation in the renewable energy sector in
the UK. The Baywind project aims to “maximise the regional economic benefits ofwind resources while educating the local people about the benefits derived fromclean energy projects” (baywind.co.uk.). Interestingly, the company that developed the
project, The Wind Co. UK, built it for the purpose of turning it over to the co-op and
developing community wind. According to a case study on the Baywind project:
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The project was based on a successful Swedish co-operative called Vincompaniet
that build Sweden’s first co-operatively owned wind cluster in 1990. They set up
The Wind Company in 1994, introducing the concept of community-owned wind
intiatives to the UK. TWC helped the community to establish the Baywind co-
operative and a board of directors was formed. The company carried the financial
risk of building the first wind farm and provided its expertise in assisting Baywind
to find shareholders.
Once The Wind Co. built the project they worked with the co-operative to raise the
capital to gradually buy out the turbines. A 1997 share offer purchased two of the five,
then in 2001 Baywind purchased the remaining three. The loans for this last purchase
came from to Co-operative bank, suggesting that other social economy actors may be
able to play a role in Canadian jurisdictions as well. Their arrangement from the co-
operative bank included a savings arrangement so co-operative members could save their
buy-in over time. (Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland report on British Community
wind)
One analysis of the project by the Energy Savings Trust suggests the following key
factors for success based on the Baywind model:
 basing Baywind on the successful tried and tested model of the Swedish co-
operatives
 the investment from the community came after much of the risk of the project had
passed, so ongoing risks were essentially limited to machinery breakdown (which
to some extent was covered by regular maintenance, insurance and guarantees),
and whether the wind blew at predicted speeds
 Baywind has a strong presence in Cumbria and a good relationship with the local
people.
 the turbines that it owns have been sensitively sited
 equal voting rights: one member, one vote, regardless the number of shares held
 members have consistently received a competitive return on their investment.”Two key developments have come from the Baywind experience. First, they arecontinuing to develop wind projects in the Cumbria area. The Haverigg projectdeveloped by Windcluster Lt. is one example. It was a two-phased winddevelopment. Windcluster build five 225kw turbines in 1992, Phase two of theproject was subsequently purchased by the Wind Co UK and The Wind Fund whoconstructed four 600kw turbines. The Baywind Co-op then purchased one of thefour turbines from Haverigg II. The Wind Fund owns the other three.The second development is Energy4All. It was formed in 2002 out of the Baywindexperience to develop the co-op and community power model across the UK. It isowned by the following co-ops:
 Baywind Energy Co-operative Ltd  
 Westmill Wind Farm Co-operative Ltd  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 Boyndie Wind Farm Co-operative Ltd    
 Fenland Green Power Co-operative Ltd   
 Isle of Skye Renewables Co-operative Ltd   
 Kilbraur Wind Energy Co-operative Ltd   
 Great Glen Energy Co-operative Ltd.
Energy4All “was created due to daily inquiries received by Baywind Co-operativefrom people looking to replicate the success of Baywind, the UK's first community-owned wind farm.” (http://www.energy4all.co.uk/energy_aboutus.asp). Thepartnership is set up to act as a clearing house and support network for communitybased renwables development in England, Scotland and Wales.
Samsø, DenmarkThe Samsø case is a fascinating example of a complete energy system transition. In1998 the island began a 10-year project of becoming 100% renewable, inspired by agovernment competition. One of the most interesting things about the project—andthere are many—is that it was financed completely by locals. Shares were sold tolocals, and the revenues were guaranteed by the national feed-in-tariff policy. It isnot only about wind, but about combined heat and power, and various othertechnologies working together. The population of the island is only about 4,200people, and it has succeeded in becoming ‘carbon-negative’ and 100% renewable-electricity powered. The island sells excess power to mainland Denmark, which offsets vehicles emissions and fossil fuel burning furnaces.The project happened in two stages, the onshore turbine development and theoffshore. The 11 onshore turbines (11MW) were developed in 1999-2000 and areowned by farmers, individuals and co-operatives. The total cost of this project was8.8 million Euro. The offshore turbines were started in 2002 to offset andcompensate for transport emissions on the island. Ten 2.3MW turbines were built,of which half are owned by the municipality of Samsø and the other half are ownedby co-operatives and farmers. This project came in at a total cost of 33.3 millionEuro.The wind development on the island is owned by a flexible combination of farmers,co-operatives and the municipality. It is this kind of partnering, in addition to thelack of external reliance on funding that makes the Samsø case so interesting. TheSamsø Energy Academy describes the ownership breakdown as follows:Samsø’s wind turbines are organized in several different kinds of ownership.Five of the 10 off-shore wind turbines are owned by the island municipalgovernment, the Municipality of Samsø. The proceeds from the windmills willbe reinvested in future energy projects as Danish law does not allow localmunicipalities to earn money by generating energy. Three of the off-shoreturbines are privately owned, for the most part by local farmers who havepooled resources to buy an off-shore wind turbine. The last two are sold on acooperative basis to many small shareholders. One of these cooperatives is
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organized as Paludan Flak I/S, a locally based initiative. The other is aprofessional investment foundation, Difko I/S. The 11 1MW wind turbinesestablished on the island as one of the energy island’s first projects are alsoowned in different ways. Nine are owned privately by local formers or smallgroups of farmers. Two are owned by locally based cooperatives with manysmall local shareholders.Source: http://www.energiakademiet.dk/front_uk.asp?id=74
Bürgerbeteiligung (Coop) Windenergiepark Udenhausen-MariendorfLocals in this project were involved in siting and planning of the 5-600kw Vestaturbines near Kassel, Germany. The wind project is owned by a co-operative with565 members. They sell power to the grid. The total cost was 6.15million DM(US$3.7 million). The project loans were paid off in June 2009 (9 years after theproject was built). The cooperative owns the land the project is on as it bought theland from a local farmer. Shares were 2,500 DM each ($1500).This case illustrates the key role that farmers can play. In fact, in Wind power in
View, the authors argue that German farmers pioneered wind development in thatcountry through the 90s. These actors made up at least half of the federalgovernment's 250MW plan, and held many shares in small wind investmentcompanies. Some of the reasons given for the key role of farmers are the connectionthey have with their land, their possession of prime land for development, and thatthey are used to investing in new technologies to improve their prospects. (p.85)Hoppe-Klipper and Setinhauser describe the financing arrangements in the project:“the shareholders invested 1.85 million DM (US $1.1million) and the state of Hesseissued a grant for 1.47 million DM (US $0.9). The remaining 2.84mmillion DM(US$1.7mmillion) was financed with a loan from a German fund with revolving low-interest loans for environmentally beneficial projects.” All 65 members of thecooperative were from the region. “The Udenhausen-Mariendorf experiencedemonstrated that raising sufficient capital only from small investors who purchase2500DM to 500Dm shares is difficult if not impossible. Indeed, the participation ofsome large investors or the use of loans is indispensable. However, although sharesof 2500Dm contribute little in the economic sense, they are successful in anchoringthe project in the community.”p.96. Gipe also notes an important expense: theinterconnection fees to get the project on the grid were $150,000 USD.The shareholders of the project have an open house party/BBQ every summer at theproject and visitors come to learn about the project. In this way the projectcontributes to diffusion of best practices locally and internationally, as well ascontinuing to engage the local community (not all of whom are supportive).
Best Practice Cases: CanadaIn Canada, community wind projects are just starting to take operational shape.Communities were inspired by the success of the European examples (Lipp 2009interview; Joyce McLean interview2009; Gipe interview2010). While some
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communities have been actively pursuing projects for almost 10 years, a range ofproblems, from grid connection, to policy supports to volunteer burnout haveresulted in very few projects actually built. This picture may be set to change verysoon as jurisdictions across the country are starting to support these types ofdevelopments (E.g. Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia). The early adopters likeWindshare in Toronto played key roles in educating others about what to do (andnot do). In the following pages, Windshare (TREC) in Toronto, Ontario, and BearMountain Wind Co-op in Dawson Creek, B.C. will be profiled. There are a number ofother projects not covered here that also deserve mention: Weatherdancer 1 inAlberta (a municipal utility-FN partnership); and Pukwis Energy Co-op in Ontario (a54 MW wind farm joint venture between the Chippewas of Georgina Island FirstNation and Windfall Ecology Centre).
Windshare (TREC)The Toronto Renewable Energy Co-operative (TREC) is a non-profit co-op started in1997. It had its genesis in the Toronto Green Community Initiative in the early 90s(Ferrari, 2009), insofar as that program helped to bring together a group ofenvironmentally conscious residents. They were inspired by the Danish experienceswith community wind and set about to develop a wind project of their own. Theyreceived grants to study sites in 1999, eventually settling on Exhibition Place, indowntown Toronto. The utility scale 750kw turbine is a 50-50 joint venturebetween the municipal power utility, Toronto Hydro (Energy Services), and a for-profit co-op that TREC created for the project, Windshare. The Windshare turbine isthe first urban 100% community wind project in North America (windshare.ca).There have been a number of other wind-projects proposed by co-operativesthrough Ontario and across the country, but none have yet succeeded with the levelof co-operative ownership (50%) that the Windshare has. The co-op has 600members (as of July 2009), 99% of whom are from Toronto. Minimum investmentwas $500, and the average investment in the project was between $1000 and $2000(Ferrari, 2009). According the President, Evan Ferrari, community members keptwanting to join the project even when they were fully subscribed, so part of themoney ($250,000) is now waiting in a blind trust account until more projects can bedeveloped.The project has had two very important impacts on the community energy sector inOntario. The impact of the Windshare project is far greater than the contribution tothe Ontario grid. It is (and was intended to be) a symbol for locals of the potential ofnew and renewable sources of electricity. The co-op does educational tours of theturbine site and has in their mandate a role for educating the public. In fact, 200,000people a day drive by the turbine on their daily commute as it is just off the Gardinerexpressway.The second key impact has to do with the role that TREC members have played indeveloping the Ontario Community Power Fund (CPF), The Ontario SustainableEnergy association, and from that the recent Green Energy Act. For example, Deb
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Doncaster, the executive director of the CPF was a founding member of TREC. BrettKopperson is on the board of the CPF and is a key player in developing the PukwisEnergy Co-operative. Indeed, most of the core players of the Ontario communityenergy sector have ties back to TREC and the Windshare project.In addition to these networks, the project played an important role in shaping publicpolicy in Ontario. The co-op encountered many challenges, for example, with co-operative regulations requiring 50% business with members, and withinterconnection regulations and costs. Evan Ferrari points out that “the additionalamendments under the green energy act and amendments to the cooperativecorporations act… Almost every one of the 12 things was something that Windsharehit up against.” The feed-in-tarriff will not affect the Windshare project (since it wasbuilt under the standard offer program), but future developments that Windshare isworking on will see an increased revenue from 11c a kwh to 13. The group hadlobbied for a differential price for generating power close to load centres (i.e.downtown) to account for the efficiencies of reduced line loss and higher propertytaxes, but were unsuccessful in this. Generally speaking though, the Green Energy
Act, recognized a number of the challenges that the Windshare project perseveredthrough.For the Windshare President, there are a number of key lessons that othercommunity based projects should be aware of. First, he argues that projects shoulddevelop a minimum of two turbines or none at all. This is because if there aretechnical problems with the one machine, the whole revenue stream is cut off. Twoturbines provide more security. Secondly, if the one turbine breaks down thesymbolic impact is significant: i.e. wind is not a ‘reliable’ source of power (Ferrari,2009). For advocates of renewable energy systems, this is not the public educationmessage that needs to be sent. Another important lesson has to do with thecomplexities of interconnecting with the grid. Originally, Windshare was intended tobe a net-metered project. Only after Toronto Hydro estimated a cost of $300,000 toupgrade billing systems did they start looking at other options and structures. As itstands, power from the project is sold to the grid, and does not come off themember’s bill, as was originally planned.Another issue with connection affected Windshare’s second development project:Lakewind. Lakewind is a 20MW (10, 2MW turbines) project near Kinkardine,Ontario that is a partnership between 2 co-ops, Lakewind Power Co-operative(another TREC spinoff) and Countryside Energy. The project has been stalled for anumber of years despite having the wind data, feasibility studies completed andsecured land because the Ontario Power Authority reserved a section of the grid forpower coming from the Bruce nuclear plants. This area, called the Orange Zone, alsohappens to be in some of the windiest territory. The community groups havereceived assurances the Orange zone will be lifted soon, but this raises the issue ofconnectivity and transmission capacity (real or perceived) for community groupswanting to sell to the grid.
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TREC continues to expand. They are still working on the Lakewind project, as wellas Solarshare3, and Toronto Hydro has approached Windshare to see if they’reinterested in a large-scale ($200million) offshore Scarborough Bluffs project.(Ferrari, 2009).
Bear Mountain Wind- Peace Energy CooperativeThe Bear Mountain Wind project was initiated by the Peace Energy Co-operative(PEC) of Dawson Creek, British Columbia. The project is a 102 MW windfarmconsisting of 34- 3MW turbines over an 8km bluff in B.C.’s Peace Region. It startedproducing electricity in late 2009 and is B.C.’s first utility scale wind project,producing enough energy to power most of the South Peace region of B.C. Theinteresting thing about this project is that the co-op does not own (at the time ofwriting) any royalty share of the project. Its role was to secure the lease and bringthe community on board. The Bear Mountain project was developed by AeolusPower from Vancouver Island and AltaGas from Alberta.The Co-op was formed in 2003 to develop renewable energy resource for B.C. andAlberta. The Co-op partnered with Aeolus to start the project, having secured thelease for the area from the province. Peace energy co-op has 378 membersWhile there is no royalty paid for the use of wind, the co-op did receive part of a‘finders fee’ that Alta Gas paid to Aeolus, and worked with the project developers tomaximize the benefits to the community. For example, the co-op had in itsagreements with Aeolus a focus on maintaining hiking trails near the site and usinglocal labour where possible. The co-op also has an option for partial share of therevenue stream. The co-op is currently raising capital to exercise this option.PEC negotiated a developer’s fee with Aeolis based on a percentage of whateveramount Aeolis would receive as its developer’s fee from other developmentpartners. PEC negotiated this with Aeolis before AltaGas entered the picture.Like Windshare, PEC is now looking into other projects, such as distributed heatingand energy systems like they have in Norway. This PEC project is called CentennialGreen.
ConclusionsThese best practices have barely scratched the surface of the range of diversity thatexists in community and co-operative wind projects. The upcoming BALTAsymposium in Red Deer will help inform what models of development might workin the Alberta and BC context: large scale partnerships with corporations ormunicipalities, education and consultation, small 100 percent local projects. What isclear so far is that the policy options available to support these developments are asunique as the communities they govern. The communities highlighted here differconsiderably in their resources—financial and natural—as well as their
3 Solarshare is a TREC initiative in which the Solarshare co-op partners withcommunity members with roof space (companies, schools, etc) and develops(financing, insuring, maintaining) up to 250KW of PV.
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conceptualizations of the ‘possible’. What is clear from all of these cases, however, isthat community and co-operative based wind projects are possible across a range ofcontexts. Moreover, they can range from the very small (500kw) to very large(100MW). What is also clear is that energy systems are already beginning to shifttoward renewable sources, they are at an increasing level of mobilization withingoverning bodies and communities to work on a transition path away from fossilfuel reliance.What remains to be seen, of course, is the character of this transformation. Two REpaths diverge on the issues of distributed versus centralized generation. They alsodiverge on the issue of ownership: community and public or corporate and private.These divergences are creating real political tensions between different policychoices: between a FIT and an RPS and between differentiated pricing forcommunities. The difference is a renewably powered electricity system that isdominated by local and community ownership, as in Germany and Denmark, orwhere local and community power play a more peripheral and marginal role.The successful projects outlined above illustrated that community and cooperativewind projects play a number of roles in job creation, education, reducing CO2emissions and shifting public policy. They also demonstrate that the specificcorporate form is not as important as the values that underpin the association.Across the board these seem to be: re-localization of economic benefits andproduction, empowerment and education, and awareness of our environmentalfootprint. Whether a co-operative structure works to institutionalize this, or afarmers association, the key is to build on structures that engender trust andparticipation. In risk-averse communities skeptical of wind, a model like Baywind orPEC may make more sense, where the project is sold to the community graduallyafter being built. Institutional flexibility is the key to getting projects in the groundand running. This lesson is clear in the literature and in interviews with key peoplein OSEA (Bolinger and Wiser 2006; Gipe 2010; Alkalay 2010; Stevens 2009).What is also clear is that there are real political issues at stake. This is certainly thecase in the debate over the beneficiaries of RE development funded by ratepayers.While it is often argued based on the Danish cases that community power can helpovercome opposition to the cost increases associated with wind and renewables,thorny issues of the definition of ‘community’ persist. Walker cautions that“Perhaps the critical judgment here is the extent to which the “shallow” use ofthe term community, to include essentially technical projects with minimallocal collective involvement or benefit, is corrosive of deeper principles ofsocialized, locally-led and owned distributed generation.” Walker et al P.78There is a danger of the community power sector being swallowed by thepartnerships that are so common in Anglophone and North American jurisdictions.
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Finally, co-operative and community based wind projects are just a starting point.This is true conceptually, as part of a broader energy sector transformation, but alsopractically. In the cases of TREC, PEC and Baywind, one project was just thebeginning of a range of associations, networks, and projects that move both withinthe energy sector (to solar and heating), and beyond (to eco-tourism and education).It is here that the real value of these projects lies, as the social and financialfoundation to an expansive project of community re-generation.
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